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Abstract 

This thesis was carried out at Scania CV AB, at the cab software testing group, RCIV. One of 

RCIV’s responsibilities includes testing of the instrument cluster used in Scania’s heavy trucks 

and buses. Today, this is done semi-automated. The tests are executed automatically in Vector’s 

CANoe software but are verified manually by a tester who needs to observe the instrument 

cluster. We have investigated the possibility to automate this testing procedure with the use of a 

camera based vision system and have studied different solutions available on today’s market.  

 

We studied five company’s solutions for a complete, or partial, automated test environment 

solutions as well as the possibility to have Scania develop a system of their own. The pros and 

cons we have found along with the cost of the systems are listed in this report. We also built a 

prototype with one of the image processing software alternatives. Our investigation showed that 

an automated test environment with a camera based vision system could be very beneficial for 

RCIV and could support much of the current testing but the system must be fully verified before 

replacing today’s semi-automated tests.
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1 Introduction 

This report is a master thesis job done for the RCIV group (cab software testing group) at Scania. 

This group is part of the Cab Development department that handles the software testing and 

verification of various ECUs (Electronic Control Unit) that help form the Driver Interface. The 

ICL (Instrument Cluster) is one of RCIV’s main focuses in testing. Its main purpose is to provide 

information for the driver via the cab’s instrument panel through the usage of visual and auditive 

signals in the form of various gauges, telltale lamps, a loudspeaker and a display. Other ECUs 

that RCIV tests are the digital tachograph and the audio system. As of today, the ICL is tested 

semi-automatically utilising a PC emulating test sequences, which communicates with the ICL 

via the CAN-protocol (Controller Area Network). A tester, who has to be physically present, 

then verifies these results and needs to determine if a feature either passed or failed.  

Our assignment was to evaluate the advantages and disadvantages that a fully automatic test 

environment has when compared to the semi-automatic test environment used today. We were 

also given the task to investigate different vision solutions, which are available on the market 

today, which could aid in establishing this fully automated test environment, should it prove to 

be a superior alternative to what is used today. Pros and cons (economical, functional etc.) with 

each of these solutions were to be studied and compared to each other in order to compile a solid 

basis for an investment decision. This assignment also implicated that we would need to evaluate 

if it would be possible to re-use any of the departments existing equipment in any of the new 

solutions. Finally if possible and if time restraints allowed for it, we were to build a demonstrator 

that would make it possible to create test cases which would allow for fully automated tests. This 

demonstrator would be based on a PC which will be connected to both the ICL as well as the 

camera solution which will serve as a sensor to verify the test results, see Figure 1. 

 

1.1 Structure 

This report is dived into nine chapters. The first chapter consists of an introduction to the 

problem as well as its context. We present a short background in addition to the purpose of this 

report as well as the methods and sources we used when collecting data. This is followed by the 

delimitations we made before the project’s start. In the second chapter the ICL along with the 

test environment at RCIV is presented. In the third chapter we present the current test process at 

RCIV, how they conduct their tests and what test technologies are used today. The fourth chapter 

 

PC 

ICL 

 

 

 

Camera 

Figure 1. Basic example of a camera inspection system of the instrument cluster (ICL). 
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describes a general vision setup that can be used for our system. In the fifth chapter we identify 

the different alternatives for a fully automated test environment that we have chosen to evaluate. 

The sixth chapter presents a prototype we built to gain some experience of instrument cluster 

testing with a vision system. Chapter seven will compile our results and contain an analysis of 

the data used. The conclusions we have established together with a discussion of our results are 

presented in the eighth chapter. Finally, the last two chapters contain references for the data we 

used as well as an appendix including a list of relevant abbreviations, illustrations of the different 

ICLs and the cost of the different alternatives (included in the Scania version only).  

1.2 Purpose 

The purpose of this project is to compare fully automated testing with semi-automated testing 

within RCIV’s test environment. We will present the various advantages and disadvantages that 

the different system solutions can induce, should they be implemented. Part of the assignment is 

to investigate the different solutions available on the market today, what software and hardware 

requirements they will cause and if parts of the current test environment setup at RCIV can be 

reused. We will also need to investigate the monetary costs and competence requirements that 

the different solutions might lead to. Finally, we will build a prototype to learn more about the 

area of automated testing with the use of vision system.  

1.3 Background 

This chapter contains a short descriptive background of areas that we will be looking at 

throughout this report.  

1.3.1 Scania 

Scania develops and manufactures heavy trucks, buses, industrial engines and marine engines. 

Out of the 35 000 employees around the world about 2 400 work with research and development. 

(1) 

Scania has previously had two other master theses done within the instrument cluster testing 

area using a camera for the truck development department. The first ―Integration tests of the 

driver instruments‖ by Ludvig Davidsson was finished in 2003 and resulted in a machine vision 

library, run as server, used to analyse the instrument cluster using a simple USB web camera and 

then return the results to the test environment (2). The second master thesis, ―Web camera 

interface for the instrument panel‖ by Mauricio Bustos from 2004, resulted in another machine 

vision library and the conclusion that it is possible to monitor the whole instrument cluster with 

several web cameras (3). 

Since the completion of these theses, the digital camera market has grown and evolved 

significantly making cameras with a much higher resolution available. The low resolution was 

one of the main restraints that the above thesis prototypes suffered from. The system by 

Mauricio Bustos also suffered from problems concerning too long execution times. Today, the 

market can offer standard PCs that are much faster than they were in 2004. What’s probably 

most important however, is that there today exists several companies that can deliver relatively 

complete systems that can be used for automatic instrument cluster tests. This fact is what will 

differentiate the context of this master thesis compared to the earlier ones.  

Mikael Adenmark, the supervisor of the earlier master theses, told us during an interview that 

the estimated error rate of the earlier prototypes was about 10%. This error rate was acceptable 

for a prototype whose objective was to show that the concept actually worked, but would never 

be acceptable in an actual system for verification testing. The error rate should be as close to 0% 

as possible to be a viable camera based test system for verification of other real systems. (4) 
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1.3.2 Cab testing  

A Scania truck may have over 20 ECU systems which are connected on CAN network. The 

network consists of three CAN buses, red, yellow and green. The ECUs are connected to 

different CAN buses according to how important they are for traffic safety, red having the 

highest priority, green having the lowest and yellow being in between. The ICL is connected to 

the yellow CAN bus and is also connected to the AUS by a separate CAN bus that is only used 

by these two ECUs.  

The ICL hardware is first tested by the ICL manufacturer, a subcontractor, at a white box 

testing (section 2.5.3) level. They test for hardware faults such as malfunctioning pixels in the 

display and for software faults such as wrong logic in the ICL software. Hardware test are also 

done at Scania in the beginning of a development phase at the group RECU. The units in 

production are also tested at hardware level at the subcontractor production facilities. The ICL 

software is tested during software development and customisation at the RCII group at Scania. 

They perform module tests and module integration tests on their software. RCIV, the group 

where this master thesis is done, is responsible for system test, pre-integration tests, part system 

tests and function tests of the ICL at a black box testing (section 2.5.3) level. After RCIV’s tests 

have been performed, another group steps in and commence integration and system tests. Some 

of the tests are done manually, some in HIL (section 1.3.3) setup and some are done physically 

in the vehicle. (5) 

The solution we have investigated could be deployed later in the testing process, but during 

software development one of the testing goals is to find bugs as early as possible. Cem Kaner 

suggests that important bugs should be found the quickest (6). This saves a lot of time and 

money, so finding bugs at a functional level will therefore be the focus of this system. During 

integration testing a solution could be to not use a camera. Instead, a signal analysis could be 

done on the ICL. This is not an option in RCIV’s testing since the tests are also verification of 

the HMI and only at a signal level. RCIV verifies the ICL as a product the driver interacts with, 

not only as a black box (section 2.5.3) with certain specifications.  

1.3.3 Hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) 

Modern vehicles have evolved to become far more complex than they were twenty years ago. 

The ability to simply build a prototype and immediately start testing is no longer a feasible 

option since the complexity of both hardware and software has greatly increased over the past 

decades. Hardware and software testing in parallel with each other using this dated method is no 

longer possible to effectively accomplish. (7)  

The solution is to use so called hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) simulations. HIL is a technique 

that involves extensive testing of complex embedded systems in a simulated environment before 

moving to a test with actual hardware and hardware sub-systems in, for example, a prototype or 

an end product. By utilising mathematical representations of the dynamic systems involved, test 

scenarios can be constructed and used to simulate real-world situations that might otherwise be 

either too expensive, too time-consuming or too unsafe to initially test in reality. (7)  

1.4 Method and sources 

We began the project with an extensive literature review. This gave us a good theoretical 

background and we got a better understanding of the many subject fields involved in the project.  

After reviewing the literature, we began collecting material. This was primarily done by semi-

structured interviews. Semi-structured interviews are somewhat open in its structure and are 

unlike questionnaires where detailed questions are written before the interviews. Focus is on a 

two-way communication between the interviewer and the interviewee. Interviews start with more 

general questions and the interviewer guides and creates questions during the interview. (8) 
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We chose to conduct interview in this way mainly because it is flexible and lets the 

interviewer adjust the questions depending on the interviewees answers. All the interviews were 

carried out in Scania’s facilities in Södertälje with the interviewee being contacted forehand 

regarding interview topics. The interviewees have not verified any interview transcripts of the 

interviews but with most of them we have had a ongoing dialog regarding their interview 

answers.  

As a complement to the interviews we also read technical documentation on the different 

systems and on the current semi-automated solution used by RCIV. This technical 

documentation gave us relevant information that we used as a basis for many of our interview 

questions. 

The last part of our investigation was to build a prototype to gain more real experience of an 

instrument cluster testing with use of a vision system. This was also a test of the individual 

modules used in the system for verification of each module in the prototype.  

1.4.1 Method criticism 

Our hopes were that the information we derived from our literature review, the semi-structured 

interviews along with the gathered technical information would provide a sufficient foundation 

on which we could answer our question formulations. However, as our literature review covered 

three vast areas we had to limit how deeply we would study these areas. We could have studied 

machine vision more thoroughly to be able to determine the different system’s image analysis 

capabilities. However, as this project had its primary focus on the overview of whether a fully 

automated test environment could be a viable solution and, to a lesser extent, answer which 

system to choose, we did not examine the field of machine vision so deeply.  

Building a prototype was one of the ways we gathered information but this method was 

limited as our time was limited. We only had time to test a narrow amount of software and 

hardware. 

1.4.2 Source criticism 

The sources we used were partly given to us by Scania and partly found by ourselves. The 

product information, regarding the different automatic camera based test systems, as well as 

most of the articles about testing instrument clusters in general have been written by 

representatives from the companies who manufacture and/or sell these types of test solutions. 

This information is of course part of their effort to sell their own products and may therefore not 

present the complete information, such as the restrictions of their system. A study on how 

organisations outside of Scania experience their automatic camera based test systems would have 

given a more neutral source for decision making. But due to our already wide scope we did not 

have time to effectively study this aspect. The prototype did partly help in this matter as we 

could gather firsthand experience from the prototype system. 

1.5 Delimitations 

A master thesis project like this should be done over a period of twenty weeks. Out of these 

twenty weeks, many need to be used for various tasks that include planning the project, 

preparing for the start up of the project, presenting the project results, be objectors to other 

master thesis projects and finally evaluating the work we’ve done with our project. The 

remaining weeks form the time we have to work with the project assignment itself. Because of 

this, we have had to delimit the scope of the project if we want to be able to stay on schedule and 

achieve our goals we have set up for our project.  

We limited our project to automatic camera based systems that either offered a complete test 

environment, or a system that could be integrated with RCIV’s current test environment. If we 

had not done this then every combination of a camera, an image processing software and 
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integration with the current test environment could be seen as a viable candidate for an automatic 

solution. This would have resulted in far too many alternative candidates for us to evaluate. 

Again due to the time restrictions, together with RCIV, we decided that we should only look for 

a solution that fits the test requirements for the ICL with the instrument panel. Another approach 

would have been to find a solution that we know would work in for example an integration test 

environment. Integration tests are done with several ECUs working together and are much more 

complex. 

One possibility would be to solve the automated instrument cluster testing without the use of 

a camera. A solution could be to test the instrument cluster on a signal level. The different I/O 

signals could be mapped to different expected outputs on the display and thereby verifies that the 

correct result is presented on the display. We didn’t study this option too deeply because of the 

nature of the instrument cluster and this was not something RCIV wanted. The ICL is an 

interface between the truck and the driver. This puts higher demands on the testing to verify that 

the correct information is actually presented correct to the driver and not just the right signals are 

recorded by the test environment.  
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2 Test environment 

In this chapter RCIV’s test environment is presented. Some alternative testing software that has 

been used at other Scania groups are presented as well.  

2.1 Electronic Control Unit (ECU) 

Modern motor driven vehicles all use a number of embedded systems to electrically control a 

variety of systems or subsystems within the vehicle. These embedded systems are called ECUs 

(Electronic Control Units) and together form what could be referred to as ―the vehicle’s 

computer‖. While vehicles with up to 80 ECUs exist, a typical Scania vehicle has approximately 

20 different ECUs which all manage different subsystems. The ECUs are placed, depending on 

how vital their function is, on one of the CAN-buses which allow them to communicate with 

each other. The ECU also receives signals from sensors and send signals to other electrical 

devices in the vehicle.  

2.2 Instrument Cluster (ICL) 

According to Scania’s internal documentation, the main purpose of the Instrument Cluster is to 

present information to the driver through the instrument panel. This is done both visually (using 

gauges, telltale lamps and a display) as well as auditive means using a speaker. The ICL can be 

seen as a human machine interface (HMI) between the driver and the Scania truck. (9) 

The ICL can show information on what the current speed of the vehicle is, the amount of fuel 

left and the outside temperature. More detailed information such as text- and symbol based 

warnings, information menus and alarms regarding parts of the vehicle that are not working 

correctly, can also be displayed to the driver. This information can be displayed in over 20 

different languages, some of them using non Latin characters.  

The in depth design of the ICL is based on several general design decisions, two of them 

being that the ICL should not overload the driver with information and the driver should not be 

distracted while driving (9). This makes the ICL act as an Attentive User Interface (AUI). An 

AUI is accordingly to Vertegaal et al. an interface that priorities and optimise the communication 

with the user by dynamically allocate the user’s information processing resources (10). The ICL, 

for example, prioritises showing alarms to the driver before showing warnings or general 

information. 

The software for the current ICL is also developed by the subcontractor and the HMI is 

created on top of that software. The HMI is constructed by other groups within Cab development 

of Scania. 

The different ICLs that exist today come with either a 3.8 inch monochrome display, a 4.1 

inch TFT (thin-film transistor) colour display or a 6.5 inch TFT colour display. The different 

displays can be seen in Appendix B. The 6.5 inch TFT display was, according to the 

manufacture, the largest display on the market in an instrumental cluster for commercial vehicles 

when introduced in 2009 (11). There are also variations in the instrument setup depending if it 

will be used in either a bus or a truck and how they are intended to be used. Today there are 

seven different combinations of hardware for the ICL, each used for a certain vehicle type. (9) 

There are four different hardware configurations of the ICL and two of them can be changed 

between bus and truck by software (12). The area of the ICL that we will test (not including 

assembly parts), is about 320 mm wide and 167 mm high. The instrument cluster mounted in a 

Scania truck can be seen in Figure 2. The resolutions of the displays found on the ICLs are as 

follows:  
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 The 3.8 inch monochrome display is 145*130 pixels.  

 The 4.1 inch colour TFT display is 320*240 pixels.  

 The 6.5 inch colour TFT display is 400*240 pixels.  

 

Out of the three displays the 4.1 inch display is the one with the smallest pixels. One pixel on 

this display is about 0.26*0.26 mm in size. This is also the only display with quadratic pixels, as 

the monochrome and the 6.5 inch colour displays have rectangular pixels with greater height 

than width. The display’s backlighting can be set gradually for operations in different lightning 

conditions. (13) 

Three text sizes are used on the two colour displays, namely 20, 24 and 28 points. The 

monochrome display has only one text size, 15 points. Arial is the only font used and is the same 

for all the displays. The ICL also has the option to present text information in 21 different 

languages. Typical warning icons on the colour display is 48*48 pixels while they are 32*32 

pixels on the monochrome display, while the smallest icons can be as small as 10 pixels in 

height. This is equal to 2.6 mm on the 4.1 inch colour display. (13) 

The two biggest gauges on the ICL (engine speed (tachometer) on the left and speedometer 

right), have an operation angle of 240 degrees from zero to max. The gauges are non-linear, as 

the first twenty degrees on each gauge are not on the same scale as the rest of the gauge.  

In front of the ICL there is either protective glass in the bus versions or a protective plastic 

glass in the truck version. The plastic glass in front of ICLs in the trucks is bent for minimising 

reflections, while the bus ICLs is a flat glass but with an anti-reflection treatment. 

 

Figure 2. The instrument cluster with the 6.5 inch colour display in a Scania truck cab. 

Source: Scania CV AB. 
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2.3 ECU communication protocols 

A necessary part of the ECU systems located in a vehicle is the communication network. The 

ECUs send high amounts of information in between one another and a Scania truck wouldn’t 

even be able to start could they not communicate with each other in this manner.  

There are several different communication protocols for the ECUs used in the automotive 

industry. As it stands today, Scania vehicles utilises the so called CAN-protocol for 

communication between their various ECUs. But Scania and RCIV would not wish to commit 

themselves to a single communication protocol. A reason for this is that if, for example, the ICL 

changes in some way and RCIV wants to be able to use the automatic test environment, we have 

to investigate what protocols other than CAN, that are supported by the other viable solutions. 

2.3.1 CAN 

The Controller Area Network protocol (CAN-protocol), was developed in the 1980s for use in 

the automotive industry according to the organisation CAN in Automation (CiA). CAN uses a 

serial bus system and makes use of two communication services, namely, the abilities to send 

and request a message. This protocol is used world-wide and is standardised in ISO-11898-1. 

(14) 

2.3.2 LIN 

The Local Interconnect Network (LIN) protocol is, according to the LIN Consortium, a 

communication system used for low-cost, single-wire distributed systems in vehicles. They 

describe the protocol as a cost-effective alternative to the CAN-protocol when all the features of 

CAN are not needed, for example when communicating with a sensor or an actuator. (15) 

2.3.3 MOST 

Media Oriented System Transport (MOST) is a modern protocol for communication within 

vehicles. Grzemba describes in MOST-Automotive Multimedia Network that MOST was 

developed as an answer to the higher bandwidth demands set by new features in vehicles such as 

navigation systems, cell phones and advanced multimedia systems. (16)  

2.4 Software used today 

ECU testing requires software for executing test simulations, recording the test responses and 

tools for analysing the test results. Ramić and Rennermalm did a master thesis for RCIV where 

they investigated different test environments that could be used at RCIV for ECU testing. Their 

goal was to find a suitable test environment for pre-integration labs but as our thesis shares the 

same context and is within the same group, we can reuse parts of their findings (17). The 

following software is used at RCIV today. 

2.4.1 CANoe and CAPL 

CANoe is a software tool from the German company Vector, used in the development process of 

ECUs. It is used in the whole development process from the start of development to testing the 

real hardware in a network environment. CANoe supports the common communication protocols 

with ECUs, for example CAN, LIN and MOST. RCIV tests the ICL with use of CANoe version 

7.5 today. 

Communication Application Programming Layer (CAPL) is, according to an introduction 

manual from Vector, a programming language for CAN-based modules, networks and embedded 

systems. CAPL may be used together with CANoe and is based on the C programming language 

and shares many similarities in regards to syntax with it. As a language CAPL can be thought to 

be a procedural programming language but can also be seen as a programming environment to 
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interface with a variety of different inputs, outputs and other functions. For example, sending and 

receiving CAN-messages, interacting with other programs through Microsoft Windows DLLs, 

reacting to events and using timers. (18)  

CAPL has an important role in RCIV’s test environment. The tests for the ICL as well as 

other ECUs are written in CAPL and are executed with the CANoe software while CAPL 

Browser is used to view these tests. The language is well suited for fast writing of small tests. 

(12) 

Ramić and Rennermalm write that the advantages of the CANoe environment are that RCIV 

is familiar with it, it has a uniform test environment, lots of built in features to speed up the test 

process, easy to control I/O signals and it can function as a mobile test environment (can be used 

in a truck during field tests). The disadvantages are that it is difficult to write complex programs 

in CAPL. Vector’s own support is the only support available, and documentation is sometimes 

non-existent for some functionality in the online manual. Unlike other programming languages, 

there is very limited information regarding CAPL (programming language by Vector) on the 

Internet. (17)  

During interviews with ICL testers at RCIV most of the pros and cons found by Ramić and 

Rennermalm where verified. They appreciate the ease of writing small tests and executing them, 

but the documentation was somewhat insufficient. (12) (19) 

But CANoe can also be used without CAPL. XML and Microsoft .NET module developed in 

C# or VB.NET can be used for testing in CANoe. MATLAB and Simulink can be used for 

interfacing model with CANoe. 

CANoe also has the advantage of that the ICL manufacturer uses it and for every release they 

provide Scania with CANoe GUI panels that can be used for easy interaction with the ICL from 

CANoe. 

2.4.2 Excel 

RCIV uses the spreadsheet software from Microsoft to record test results and make test reports. 

CANoe has the ability to put together a test report from the results and present them in a HTML-

format but RCIV wants an alternative as they sometimes do tests that are in the test suite but do 

not want them to end up in the test report. (12) 

2.4.3 Mantis 

Mantis is the bug tracking system used by the group RCIV as well as other groups working with 

the ICL at Scania. It is a free web-based bug tracking system and is released under GNU General 

Public License. The system is written in PHP and supports several SQL databases (20).  

2.5  Alternative software  

Part of this investigation is to decide what software to use in the automatic test environment. 

Scania has experience of different test environments for ECU testing.  

2.5.1  VtTaFramework  

Virtual truck Test automation Framework (VtTaFramework) is a Python-based test environment 

framework developed by the REST group at Scania for use in integration testing of several 

ECUs. Tests are written in the programming language Python as scripts. VtTaFramework is not 

in use today at RCIV but several other groups at Scania use the framework regularly. (21) 

Ramić and Rennermalm came to the conclusion that the advantages of VtTaFramework were 

that Python code is more flexible than CAPL code, has better documentation than CANoe and 

CAPL code, offers the possibility to reuse test scripts between other groups using the framework 

and has the included CAN database. The disadvantages they found were that the test 
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environment is complex, RCIV has no previous experience of Python or the framework, the 

framework has to be modified to fit RCIVs needs and it adds complexity to RCIV’s lab. (17) 

Ramić and Rennermalm also found that a mixed test environment could be possible (see 

Figure 3). CANoe could be used as it is today for creating and running simple test scripts as well 

as for a tester to interact with the platform. The CANoe could be used together with the Python 

framework. The framework is used to access the CAN database and generate CAPL scripts 

which is then executed within CANoe. The last option is to use the Python framework alone. 

(17) 

 

 

2.6 Hardware 

Testing of embedded systems require more hardware than traditional software testing. Testing of 

an ECU requires some type of hardware to communicate between the computer that executes the 

test and the ECU under test. Today RCIV uses Vector’s CANcardXL, a PCMCIA card for laptop 

use (22), to send CAN messages to the ICL (12). However, usually an ECU will also require a 

fair amount of sensors, actuators and input signals from other ECUs to function correctly. This is 

not always available during testing because of the fact that they are not always fully developed 

yet. To cope with this, the missing parts are simulated or emulated in either hardware or 

software. 

The hardware setup can be rather complex. RCIV uses an I/O board controlled by, and 

connected to, the PC through the blue CAN bus. The ICL is also connected to the blue CAN bus. 

The yellow CAN bus is used for connecting the PC, the ICL and the virtual CAN interface(VCI). 

VCI is an abstraction layer for accessing CAN communication from other programs. The PC and 

the VCI is also connected through USB. The I/O board controls the ICL through the ICL cabling. 

The I/O board also controls the power supply which in turn controls the power to the ICL. A 

schematic figure of this can be seen in Figure 4. 

Figure 3. CANoe and Python framework in mixed test environment. 

Source: Scania CV AB. 
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3 Test process 

To understand the context of where the automated test environment is going to operate it is 

important to understand the process of testing the ICL and the testing techniques used.  

3.1 Test techniques  

The tests used in ICL testing today and in a future, more automated test environment is a mix of 

several test techniques. They are presented here together with a description of how RCIV uses 

them.  

3.1.1 Automated testing 

Dustin, Garrett and Gauf define automated software testing as tests that improve manual testing 

by automating functions that are difficult to achieve manually. However, automated software 

testing should not fully replace manual testing but should instead be used as a complement to 

having a manual tester present. (23) 

Automated testing relies on scripted testing. Test scripts are a collection of instructions 

executed on the system to test the systems functionality.  

RCIV wants to achieve a high degree of automation in their test of the ICL so automated tests 

are the goal of using a vision system in ICL testing. Automation of test can seen as the test 

technique driving their ambition to replace the tester with a camera and an image processing 

software.    

3.1.2 Semi-automated testing 

Semi-automated testing lies between fully automated testing and test that are conducted strictly 

without any automation. It can be seen as testing with some part of the test process automated 

and other parts being done manually. 

Semi-automated testing is how the ICL is tested today at RCIV when testing in a test rig. The 

tests are executed automatically with the use of test scripts in a test execution software but has to 

be verified visually on the instrument cluster by the tester. The limitations due to the manual 

moment in the test process makes it slow and time demanding. Complete manual testing with 

each test execution done manually would be even slower. 

3.1.3 Black box and white box testing 

According to Lee Copeland black box testing is strategy which is based entirely on the 

requirements and specification. The technique can be applied at all levels, from unit testing to 

acceptance testing and requires no knowledge of the internal structure and implementation. 

White box testing on the other hand is based on the structure and implementation of the software. 

Internal paths through the software has to identified and the tester must understand how the 

software is programmed to able to test it with a white box approach. White box testing can be 

applied at all levels except for acceptance tests. The advantage with the test technique is that the 

tester can be sure of that every execution path of the program has been tested if all paths are 

discovered. (24) 

RCIV only does black box testing in their work. The implementation of the software is mostly 

not known by the testers at RCIV. Earlier in the development phase others has conducted white 

box testing on the ICL software. The white box testing is primarily done by the manufacture of 

the current ICL.  
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3.1.4 Exploratory testing 

Copeland writes that Cem Kaner invented the term ―exploratory testing‖ in his book Testing 

Computer Software. He writes that exploratory testing is different from scripted testing, since the 

tester designs and executes tests and observes the results while exploring the system. The 

information the tester gains from executing a test is used in the next test in contrary to a scripted 

test that is constructed on forehand with no knowledge of the test outcomes. (24) 

Exploratory testing at RCIV is mostly conducted while testing in truck. While driving the test 

procedure gets less strict in the sense that the driver is also driving a vehicle. The test gets more 

based on experience and gained feedback from the system under test then on strict test plans. But 

exploratory testing is also done when testing is conducted on the test rig. The tester does this in 

an unplanned manner. Exploratory testing on the test rig is facilitated by the CANoe GUI panels 

provided by the ICL manufacturer. This makes interaction with ICL easy without having to write 

CAN test scripts.   

3.1.5 Positive and negative testing 

Watkins writes that positive and negative testing are two complementary testing techniques. 

Positive testing is planned to verify that the system under test meets the system’s requirements. 

This is often done by test cases designed from requirements specification and tries to answer if 

the system is suitable for its purpose. Negative testing is intended to try to verify that the system 

is not doing anything wrong. Test cases for negative testing are often designed outside of the 

requirements specification or aspects that are poorly or not documented in the requirements at 

all. There are often many aspects not covered in typical requirement specifications, so a selection 

must be done on what to test in negative testing in order to be efficient. Otherwise, negative 

testing would be far too extensive. (25) 

Positive testing is used at RCIV for new releases of the ICL today. This is done for assuring 

that the new functionality is working and functioning accordingly to specifications. Negative 

tests are done mostly by sending incorrect CAN messages to the ICL and by going outside 

specified boundaries. Both positive and negative testing is supposed to be done more extensively 

with an automated test solution.  

3.1.6 Regression testing 

According to Naik & Tripathy regression tests is thought to verify so that no defects occur in 

unchanged parts of the system as consequence of altered functionality in other parts. Old test 

cases are used to verify that the old functionality is still working correctly and not broken. (26) 

At RCIV regression testing is an essential part of the ICL testing process. They perform 

regression testing every time they test new functionality on the ICL to secure that no other 

functionality has been altered. RCIV only uses a selection of positive tests to test that the 

functionality still works except for the new and the changed functions. The new and changed 

functions are tested with exhaustive testing. RCIV want to be able to do regression tests more 

detailed and consider automated tests to solve this without more time demanding manual tests. 

(12) 

3.1.7 Equivalence class testing 

Lee Copland writes that equivalence class testing is a technique used to reduce the number of 

test cases without having to sacrifice too much test coverage. An equivalence class is a set of 

data that the function handles the same way. The function result will, independent of what data is 

picked out of the set, be the same. If, for example, one test within an equivalence class fails it is 

probable that all tests within the same equivalence class will fail. If the tests are divided into tests 

based on equivalence classes, a high test coverage can be achieved without the cost of exhaustive 

testing. (24) 
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The standard at RCIV is to do equivalence class testing on new functionality but not doing it 

on regression tests. New functionality is tested within all equivalence classes and the old is 

mostly just tested within one equivalence class. This is due to the fact that the current test 

process, with semi-automated testing, and is too time consuming. Equivalence class testing is 

also one of the testing areas where RCIV wants to increase their testing with an automated 

testing solutions. (12) 

3.2 Testing at RCIV 

In their internal documentation RCIV describe that two of their responsibilities are to perform 

system and function tests on ECU systems (one of them being the ICL) developed within the cab 

development department and develop a test methodology that can be used. Scania uses a 

modified version of the V-Model for Embedded Systems. This model with RCIVs 

responsibilities marked in red can be seen in Figure 5. The systems themselves are developed by 

other groups at Scania or by external manufactures. They are module tested by the developing 

group or by the supplier. After RCIV has completed the function tests, other groups commence 

integration testing. Continuously there is a feedback to the developing team from the different 

steps in the test process. This approach is illustrated in Figure 6. RCIV also is responsible for 

coordination of field tests and long-time tests. They also do pre-integration test with the audio 

system that is located on a separate CAN bus only connected to the ICL. (5) 

A more detailed example is if a warning symbol is added to the  instrument cluster. Before a 

symbol is added to the ICL, the group RCDE Vehicle Ergonomics design the icon and assure it 

match ISO standards for symbols. The group RCII Information Systems adjust the icon and 

program the logic for the corresponding module. RCII conducts module testing and module 

integration testing. When a new release of the ICL software is available, RCIV starts testing it. 

First tests are conducted using the test rig and later tests are done in vehicles at Scania’s test 

track and finally in traffic. After RCIV’s testing is done integration testing with other ECUs at 

other groups are conducted. 
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Figure 6. System test workflow at RCIV. 
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documentation or in the test environment. Some bugs are found on the basis that RCIV performs 

tests using black box testing (section 3.1.3). This testing procedure is similar to what the driver 

experiences when using a Scania truck with an ICL. 

Mantis, the bug tracking system used by the group RCIV has only limited ability to sort bugs 

in categories. This makes it hard to get any accurate statistics on bugs but the most bugs are 

found in the application. This means that the software is not working according to specification. 

Other bugs can be faults in the documentation, wrong information or bugs in the test 

environment. An automated test environment would be focused on finding bugs in the software. 

RCIV believes that is where the automated system would come to most use. For example testing 

for faults in the documentation or in the test environment will not be the focus of the new camera 

based test system as this is a process that can’t be automated that easily.     
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4 Machine Vision 

4.1 Computer and machine vision 

Giving a computer the ability to see, is an important research area in today’s industries. Graves 

and Batchelor write that machine vision, opposed to computer vision, usually verifies that 

something is correct. Computer vision on the other hand, tries to recognise and manipulate parts 

of an image or other detail. They are closely related and share several technologies, but the 

difference lies in their goals. Machine vision is more close to the industry with the motivation to 

solve practical problems. Example of usage can be inspection of  products in a production line so 

that items don’t differ in their physical dimensions. Computer vision on the other hand is more of 

a science, being more academic and theoretical. (27) 

Scania is not the first company to investigate the possibility of having a fully automated test 

environment of instrument clusters. Systems for automated testing using cameras and machine 

vision have been constructed before for other automotive companies. Huang et al. writes that an 

automated testing system for a vehicle infotainment system was evaluated to be four times faster 

than manual testing for the company Jaguar Land Rover. The system also only used about 20% 

of the resources compared to manual testing for regression tests. (28) 

We interviewed a former employee of the Ford Motor Company from Germany about their  

use of vision systems in ICL testing. They used it to test the ICL at an integration verification 

level. His experience from their system was that it worked but needed a lot of time for 

reprogramming associated with new releases of the ICL software. This could be very time 

consuming and the work was limited by the availability of the computers used to host the test 

systems. A lot of time was spent on learning the system’s different objects to use in the object 

recognition process during testing. (29) 

4.2 Pattern matching and OCR 

In order for the automated test environment to work properly, it must have the ability to see what 

is happening on the instrument cluster during test. This requires a camera along with software to 

analyse the images taken by the camera. The software has to be able to extract relevant 

information from the image and, in order to do that, the software has to recognise patterns in the 

image to know what it is looking at. The pattern recognition will be done by matching parts of 

the image to pre-stored patterns. For example a warning telltale might be pre-stored as a triangle 

with an exclamation mark inside it. This pattern can then be compared to different parts of the 

image taken by the camera. By doing so, the system can determine what information the 

instrument cluster is presenting at a given time. 

A special kind of pattern matching is where text characters from a document needs to be 

identified and converted to an equivalent text string. This process is called optical character 

recognition (OCR) and is an area where a lot of research has been done, resulting in several 

patents (the first being from 1933). (30) 

OCR is widely used today but the technique is not without problems. Errors do occur in the 

translation process from image to digitalised text. For example, similar characters can sometimes 

not be distinguished from each other. The technology can on clearly printed documents get 

accuracies of over 99 %. (31)  

4.3 Machine Vision Systems 

To get a fully automated test environment the system solution will need several modules, both 

hardware and software. We had to define the names of the different modules as the number of 

possible solutions are many and we want to avoid confusion of concepts.  The whole process can 
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be viewed in Figure 7 below. One of the first modules needed is a test execution software which 

will execute the tests and then evaluates the response. This software will run on a standard 

computer. 

The test execution software interacts with some type of communication hardware, depending 

on which solution is chosen. This equipment is used as a connection between the test execution 

software and the ICL. The communication hardware utilises the CAN-protocol to communicate 

with the ICL.  

To be able to observe the instrument cluster, the solution will need to use at least one digital 

camera. The camera sends the image to an image processing software, located either in the 

camera itself or in another component. This software extracts the relevant areas of the image and 

prepares it for the next stage. 

The image information extraction module gets the processed image and compares it to 

predefined patterns representing the information that can be presented on the instrument panel. 

The image information extraction module converts this information to a value or a string and 

returns it to the test execution software where it can be used for testing. 

A process does not always look exactly like this, since some of the components might be 

combined or otherwise divided into smaller parts, but they always include these basic 

functionalities.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.4 Camera 

The automated test environment is dependent on a functional camera. Without good images, 

image processing and pattern matching will not provide a sufficient result. A colour camera 

would be needed if, for example, a single area can be shown in different colours, as is the case 

with the ICL. A very important property of the camera is the resolution, as it sets the limitations 

of what the smallest object that can be identified by the camera can be. Since the ICL is 

significantly wider than it is high, the width of the resolution is a key factor for the camera. The 

dimensions 320mm by 167mm of the ICL gives an aspect ratio of 320/167≈1.9, and is broader 

than a widescreen in comparison.   

The resolution can also be unnecessarily high with the effect that the image processing 

execution time gets longer which can ultimately slow down the entire test process.  

Colour cameras with one digital image sensor mostly use the so called Bayer filter for 

capturing colour in the sensor. This is because the digital photosensitive sensor can only capture 

images in monochrome. Each pixel in the sensor has an individual filter in front of the pixel for 

capturing only one colour. The pixel filter distribution is 50% green, 25% red and 25% blue 

pixels. This distribution is due to the fact that the human eye is most receptive to green colour 

and less to red and blue. A representation of a Bayern filter can be seen in Figure 8. The pixels 

Figure 7. Example of the components that make an automated camera based test system. 
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are then interpolated with their neighbour pixels to get a full colour value for the pixel. The 

Bayer filter results in the colour resolution only being one third of what a monochrome camera 

resolution would be. Another solution used by some cameras is to use three image sensors and to 

have a prism splitting up the incoming stream of light in to different colours. Each image sensor 

then registers only one colour and the different images can then be put together to a single image 

with every pixel corresponding with the correct colour information. (32) 

 

Figure 8. Bayer pixel filter pattern on a sensor. Source: Wikimedia Commons. 

Some industrial cameras, primarily used in production, include an embedded system for 

image processing and pattern matching. The image processing software will then only be used 

when programming the camera and there is no need for a computer to run any image handling 

software during testing. Such cameras are often referred to as ―smart cameras‖ for their extended 

abilities in comparison to a camera that only delivers an image.  

4.5 Camera communication interfaces 

Standard interfaces for communication with a camera used in machine vision systems. 

4.5.1 USB 

Universal Serial Bus is a hardware interface designed for low-speed equipment. The maximum 

transfer rate for the first version of USB is limited to only 12 Mbit/s while the second version, 

USB 2.0, has a maximum transfer rate of 480 Mbit/s. (33) 

In January 2010 the first of the third generation USB, USB 3.0, was released climbing up to 

ten times the transfer speed compared to USB 2.0 (34). But the specifications state that the 

realistic throughput to an application is 3200 Mbit/s, the rest being USB’s protocol overhead 

(35). A similar overhead is present in the USB 2.0 standard and is in practice slower then IEEE 

1394a according to QImaging’s compilation (36).  

USB is one of the most widely used interfaces in the PC market. By 2009 over 6 billion 

products using the USB interface were sold. (37) 

4.5.2 IEEE 1394 

The IEEE 1394 interface is best known by the Apple trademark name FireWire or perhaps by the 

Sony trademark i.LINK. It is a widely used interface in the audio and video market. Especially 
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digital video cam recorders use the IEEE 1394 interface for communication. Today there are two 

specifications of IEEE 1394, 1394a and 1394b with the specified transfer speeds of 400 Mbit/s 

and 800 Mbit/s. (38) 

4.5.3 Camera Link 

Camera Link is a specialised interface for communication with vision applications (39). There 

are several configurations of Camera Link. The base configuration provides a throughput of up 

to 255 Mbyte/s of video data, while medium and full configurations deliver up to 510 and 680 

Mbyte/s throughput of video data. In contrast to the other communication interfaces, Camera 

Link requires special frame grabber hardware. (40) 

4.5.4 Ethernet/GigE Vision 

GigE Vision is a camera interface for sending video over the Gigabit Ethernet protocol. Standard 

Cat-5 and Cat-6 cables are used for connecting devices. The bandwidth is limited by the Ethernet 

protocol, so for Gigabit Ethernet GigE Vision is limited to one Gbit/s. (41)   

4.6 Image Pre-Processing 

The image processing software acquires the image from the camera through an appropriate 

driver depending on what communication protocols are used. The region of interest is cropped 

out as a new image from the original image. The new image is pre-processed, for example by 

geometric transformation or image sharpening. Different pre-processing algorithms are applied 

depending on what information is searched for in the image. Edge detection algorithms can also 

be applied to the image for amplifying the edges. If the camera has an onboard embedded 

system, these steps are done in the camera.  

4.7 Image Information Extraction 

Image information extraction is where the vision system indentifies objects or in other ways gets 

information from the image. Pattern matching and OCR is example on algorithms for extraction 

of data from a captured image. The result is a value that is fed to the test execution software for 

verification. Pattern matching and OCR is usually done on a monochrome image. This requires 

the colour planes to be extracted in the image processing phase if working with a colour image. 

The pattern matching is then done by comparing pixels on the image with a template. It also 

exist techniques for pattern matching on binary image and on colour images. Colour pattern 

matching is useful when there are patterns with same shape but have different colours. Another 

matching technique is geometric matching. Geometric matching is based on edge information 

from a template. As image processing, pattern matching and geometric matching can also be 

done in the camera if the camera has these capabilities. Image pre-processing and image 

information extraction often get grouped up together under the same name, image processing. 

4.8 Test Execution Software 

The test execution software is used to set pre-conditions, start the tests and to compare the results 

provided by the pattern matching to the expected result. If they match, the test will pass, 

otherwise it will fail. The current test execution software, CANoe with CAPL, could be either 

reused in the new automated solution or replaced by different test execution software, provided 

by the suppliers. The test execution software has to support CAN and other communication 

protocols through the communication hardware. Test report could be generated atomically for a 

more automated test process. Either a picture or a video of the working ICL functionality could 

be attached to the test reports, as well as faulty functionality could be added. This could help a 

lot when recreating bugs as well as for manual verification of the automated tests.   
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4.9 Communication Hardware 

The equipment used for communication between the ICL and the test execution software is 

called communication hardware. The hardware equipment setup is going to be similar to today’s 

hardware setup for ICL testing described in section 2.6. Digital and analogue inputs and outputs 

are used for testing the ICL together with two CAN buses. As with the test execution software, it 

was not a requirement that the current test setup had to be replaced but some of the solutions 

demanded this change.  

4.10 Static and dynamic machine vision 

A machine vision system for ICL testing can be solved with two different approaches. A static 

system sees the ICL as a static in the meaning that no symbols change place or rotate. This is 

based on that all positions are static, the camera and the ICL do not move at all. With this 

approach we only have to search for information in one place in the picture provided by the 

camera. For example, a telltale will always be on the same place. The obvious drawback is that 

the system is required to have totally fixed positions. This can be hard to guarantee in a lab 

environment where modifications are always taking place. A dynamic system presumes that the 

positions are not static and will have to search for symbols in the entire picture. This is complex 

and more resource demanding than a static system but allows alterations of the environment 

without system modification or reprogramming. A dynamic system can also be useful if icons 

alter positions on the display. For example, an icon might get moved from the top to the bottom 

of the display in a software update. 

There are other ways that utilise both the dynamic and static system. For example, a reference 

points can be used during calibration of a new ICL to set up a static system. The system will then 

work in static mode but the setup is done dynamically. Another approach can be to have some 

objects indentified dynamically while others are known statically. 
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5 System solutions from suppliers 

In this chapter the different systems that were offered by different suppliers is presented. We 

have also investigated the possibilities of in-house development for Scania.  

The market, for automated tests of instrument clusters using a camera based solution, is 

relatively small. Scania has provided us with information that they have gotten from three 

Swedish companies and resellers. We made an effort in finding additional companies with 

similar experiences in order to get a wider view of the market and give us more alternatives to 

choose from. We found three more companies that had built systems for the automotive industry 

before, two of them being based in India and one in the US. We had six different companies 

which we believed to be viable alternatives for us. However, after trying to contact them, we 

could immediately exclude two of them since we could either not get in touch with them or they 

were just not interested in our project. At the end of the project we got contact with a fourth 

company in Sweden through a consultant working at Scania. So in total we had contact with 

seven companies but only five of them are presented in the report. 

The prices presented in this chapter should be seen as a rough price indication for the different 

solution modules. Prices are mostly based on quotations from suppliers with Scania as the target 

customer and for a limited time. Also some costs, for example regarding engineering and support 

may not be included in the quotations. In the public version of this report some prices are not 

included by the wish of the suppliers. These prices are included in the appendix of the Scania 

version of this report.  

5.1 Vector 

Vector is a company that manufactures and provides tools, software components and engineering 

services for the automotive industry. They deliver tools for the ECU development process and 

are used for designing, testing, calibrating and diagnosing the ECU. The Scandinavian branch of 

the company is called VecScan. (42) 

5.1.1 Solutions 

Vector provides automated camera solutions based around their own software CANoe, see 

section 2.4.1. CANoe acts as the main software in their solutions that among other things 

executes the tests. Test creation can be done in Vector’s Test Automation Editor by 

configuration of test cases from CAPL libraries or setting parameters in arranged test patterns to 

create test cases. Vector supports several variants of image processing software made by 

different vendors. Their standard recommendation is to use one of National Instruments’ (43) 

image processing software packages, Vision Development Module or Vision Builder for 

Automation Inspection. Other image processing software that could be used are MVTech’s 

Halcon or MathWorks Matlab Image Processing Toolbox. 

Both the National Instruments Vision software packages give access to a large library of 

image processing and machine vision algorithms optimised for multicore processors and include 

the software NI Vision Acquisition Software. The Vision Acquisition Software is software for 

image acquisition from different cameras and it includes drivers for several industrial cameras. 

NI Vision Development Module uses a software named Vision Assistant were the user can 

prototype the application as well as generate code in NI LabVIEW, C, C++, C#, Visual Basic 

and Visual Basic .Net. The generated code gives the ability to access the Vision library 

algorithms from other software.  

NI Vision Builder for Automation Inspection is designed so that users without programming 

experience will be able to build a machine vision application. The created applications can be 

integrated in to other software with the use of ActiveX. The program can, beyond function as a 
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vision application, also provide logic for testing in such a way that the program can function as a 

full testing environment. Graphical interfaces can be built within the software for interaction 

with the application. The test result can be exported by a serial communication bus, a TCP server 

or by writing to Modbus registers.  

Vector provides integration between the image processing library and the CANoe 

environment named IIControler. This integration is either done with Microsoft COM 

(Component Object Model) objects or by the Fast Data eXchange (FDX) format based on the 

UDP and IP protocols. Currently Vector only supports NI Vision Builder for Automation 

Inspection in their IIControler.  

Vector had used a high resolution webcam from Philips with good results in similar projects. 

The camera, SPZ6500, could coupe well with different lightning conditions and is inexpensive 

compared to industrial cameras. The different image processing software provided drivers for 

many other cameras and therefore other cameras may be used.   

5.1.2 System requirements 

The most basic requirement for Vectors solutions is their own software CANoe. The rest of the 

system is quite modular but Vectors solution won’t work without CANoe. One of the image 

processing software has to be chosen and Vectors integration IIControler has to connect them. 

The camera can be rather freely chosen as the image processing software support a lot of 

cameras.  

5.1.3 Costs 

When writing this we didn’t have a full price for Vector’s solution and therefore will this cost 

estimation be incomplete. We have used price information on the different parts of the system 

that Vector buys from a third party supplier. The web camera Vector had used is inexpensive in 

comparison with industrial cameras. This camera can be bought for around 70 euro but the 

camera is only a small part of the expense. National Instruments has several kinds of packages 

and special offer on bundles of software. This makes the price calculation difficult.  

If using NI products for the vision part of the system, the minimum investment in NI product 

would be to buy only NI Vision Builder for Automated Inspection for 18 099 sek. NI Vision 

Development Module costs 34 199 sek. 

5.2 dSPACE 

dSPACE is an engineering manufacturer that specialize in development and testing tools for 

mechatronic control systems for the automotive and aerospace automation industries. They have 

over 850 employees around the world and are based in Germany with several project centers and 

distributors worldwide. Their Swedish distributor is Fengco Real Time Control AB. (44) 

5.2.1 Solutions 

dSPACE has previously developed systems for automated testing of the instrument cluster using 

a camera. The system setup will differ depending on the customer needs, but are basically the 

same. They have previously had experience using a few cameras from the vision system 

company Cognex, and dSPACE’s camera system for automated testing is currently built around 

using these. Their recommended solution uses two cameras, one high resolution and the other 

being faster but with lower resolution. 

Cognex has several cameras with different resolutions and colour options available. One thing 

that most of their cameras have in common is that they have the image processing software 

(using PatMax technology, utilizing geometric pattern matching) embedded in the smart camera 

itself. dSPACE does not use an image processing software of their own, but instead rely on the 

software included in the Cognex camera. Programming and calibrating the camera is done with 
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the Insight Explorer PC software, also from Cognex. The camera can operate without any PC 

connection after it has been programmed with Insight Explorer. 

ControlDesk from dSPACE would be used to stimulate and operate the ICL and 

AutomationDesk to create and run the test sequences.  

Regarding hardware, dSPACE offers a few different solutions for incasing the hardware. 

Their mid-size simulator is a more or less complete encasing which is custom made depending 

on its purpose. It also includes a power supply and custom cable connections. The other 

alternative is the PX-box, which is basic encasing that the customer needs to fill and assemble 

themselves.  

Depending on what types of communication protocols are needed to be tested, different 

interface boards will be needed (for example, ―DS4330 LIN Interface Board‖ for LIN 

communication etc.). Moreover, a processor board, hardware for failure injection and various 

cables will be needed.  

5.2.2 System requirements 

dSPACE rigs needs a lot of hardware and require the customer to specify for example I/O ports 

before ordering.   

Currently only a few Cognex cameras are supported by dSPACE’s solution, meaning that 

these would have to be used. If these cameras are not enough for the customer and they wish to 

use different ones, dSPACE would need to re-engineer their system to work with the new 

cameras. They would also need other image processing software and camera calibration software 

that was included in the Cognex cameras, and incorporate these into their solution.  

An alternative to using AutomationDesk is to use AutomationDesk Server in conjunction with 

Python scripts. Other than that, most of dSPACE’s hardware and software will need to be used.  

5.2.3 Costs 

The two cameras with attached software, camera programming and other accessories from 

Cognex that dSPACE recommends and needed hardware and software from dSPACE will cost 

about 100 000 euro according Fengco. However, like previously stated, these cameras might not 

be sufficient meaning that this price may vary greatly. Additional costs such as basic engineering 

and shipping will be added to this cost.  

5.3 Infotiv 

Infotiv is a relatively small consulting company with about 170 employees and has one of their 

offices in Södertälje. Their business areas include embedded systems and testing and 

development. (45) 

5.3.1 Solutions 

Infotiv calls their solution ―AVI: Automated Vision Interpretation‖ and is a specialised software 

for inspecting HMI products. They have put together a demonstration setup for showing what 

they are capable of doing. Their solutions use NI LabVIEW Professional and NI Image 

Acquisition and Machine Vision Suite. NI Image Acquisition and Machine Vision Suite consists 

of NI’s Vision Development Module, Vision Builder for Automated Inspection and Vision 

Builder AI Development Kit. With this software they have built their own interface for viewing 

the ICL under test. A FireWire camera constructed for image processing purposes from Allied 

Vision Technologies is used together with a standard USB camera that gathers the required 

images. But as their solution is based on NI Vision software packages they can also take 

advantage of NI’s large driver support for other cameras. According to Infotiv, their solution can 

integrate with any test execution software, for example CANoe or NI TestStand. Their 

integration with CANoe is only on a prototype basis and is not something they are selling to 
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customers right now. There is no ICL communication hardware included in the demonstration 

setup provided by Infotiv. 

5.3.2 System requirements 

Infotiv’s solution requires their own software of course which is dependent on NI LabVIEW 

Professional and NI Image Acquisition and Machine Vision Suite. Infotiv’s recommendation 

was to use two cameras for ICL inspection, so at least two cameras would be needed.  

5.3.3 Costs 

We didn’t follow through the evaluation process with Infotiv as we thought their solution didn’t 

meet our demands. Reasons behind this decision are explained in chapter 7. Due to our and 

Infotiv’s time limitations no pricing quotations was compiled for their solution. 

5.4 Soliton Technologies 

Soliton Technologies is an India and US based company and describe their two primary business 

areas to be machine vision products and virtual instrumentation services. They develop their own 

machine vision systems and smart cameras. (46) 

5.4.1 Solutions 

Soliton Technologies have developed dedicated machine vision software for analysis of gauges 

and needle based instruments, called GaugeVIEW. The software is based on National 

Instrument’s software LabVIEW, Image Acquisition Software and Vision Builder for Automated 

Inspection. (47) 

The solution uses communication hardware from National Instrument for stimulating the ICL 

under test. Soliton Technologies has a lot of experience working with National Instruments’ 

equipment and have been an alliance partner with National Instruments for eight years (48).  

Soliton have worked with several subcontracting manufactures of ICLs in India. Their 

solution has been used for testing ICLs in the production phase and is function tested on the 

production line. In production the time requirements are much higher for the tests as many ICL 

units are tested, but the tests are simpler than testing during development. (47) 

In 2004 Soliton Technologies participated in one of NIWeek’s contests and won a prize for 

―Best Application‖ with their solution named ―Automated Instrument Cluster Calibration and 

Inspection System‖.  

In this winning setup Soliton, for speed reasons, used four cameras to read four gauges in 

parallel. The cameras were industrial FireWire colour cameras with motorised optics. This 

system was used for calibrating and inspection of gauges on the ICLs and reading text on a LCD 

display. (49) 

5.4.2  System requirements 

As with Infotiv, Soliton Technologies solution requires NI LabVIEW and Vision software 

packages. Soliton’s solution is also closely connected to the National Instruments’ hardware. 

Soliton Technologies have camera manufacturing and therefore favour their own cameras for 

image capturing in a vision system. 

5.4.3 Costs 

Like with Infotiv we didn’t follow through the evaluation process with Soliton Technologies. 

With Soliton we didn’t think an implementation would be economically viable due to the 

travelling costs from India and the US where Soliton is based. The system we are looking for 

would most certainly need on-location support and engineering to build up and maintain. 
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5.5 NOW Electronics 

NOW Electronics is a small Swedish company based in Kista that offers consultancy in 

electronic and software development (50). They have developed a wide purpose vision system 

based on their own vision algorithms during a long time (51).  

5.5.1 Solutions 

One of the vision solutions that NOW Electronics has developed is named AVT. AVT is 

software based entirely on NOW Electronics’ own vision algorithms. The vision algorithms are 

optimised for execution with Intel’s processor instructions on a low level. According to NOW 

this gives a very fast execution on standard PC. 

The AVT software is used in the ICL manufacturer’s production facilities since 2006 when 

testing just the ICLs that Scania is using today. Over the years, the manufacturer has ordered 

more functionality to the AVT software which NOW has implemented. The manufacturer tests 

that telltales, gauges and the display are working. They use pattern matching to identify the 

telltales and a form of pattern matching to identify that the right text is presented on the display. 

This is based on a template that contains the written text and is not using OCR. Some of the tests 

conducted by the manufacturer are similar to the tests RCIV are doing but some are simpler. 

According to NOW the AVT software can be modified by NOW to fit the customer’s needs.  

5.5.2 System requirements 

This system requires, as the other vision systems without smart cameras, a standard PC for the 

vision application to run on. The vision systems can be run at a different PC than the test 

execution software is. NOW don’t have specific test execution software but is integratable with 

TCP/IP. The AVT software has support for cameras via USB, IEEE 1394 and Ethernet interfaces 

and supports multiple cameras in a test setup. In the manufacturer’s installation, NOW 

Electronics has used cameras using the IEEE 1394 interface from the camera manufacture Allied 

Vision Technologies. For the ICL manufacturer’s solution, NOW has used three cameras for 

registering the ICL. The camera in the middle is used specifically for registering the ICL display 

and can be chosen based on the display resolution.    

5.5.3 Costs 

This is a vision system that is not developed with any specific test execution software integration 

in mind. For a complete automated vision test system AVT requires an integration to the test 

execution software before it could be to any use for RCIV.  If for example the vision systems 

should be integrated with the current test execution software CANoe a specific integration has to 

be done. This integration could either be done by RCIV themselves, NOW or by a third part. The 

price of the AVT software is in the same price range as National Instruments vision software. As 

with NI the cost goes up with more functionality added. The cameras suggested by NOW for 

RCIVs application cost about 10 000 sek.   

5.6 Building an in-house solution within Scania  

One solution would be to not buy the automated test environment with a machine vision system 

from an outside part, but instead develop a system within Scania and maybe reuse some software 

developed before. The reason for this approach is to keep the cost down.   

5.6.1 Solutions 

If the solution was to be developed completely within Scania, the focus would be to reuse as 

much of the software as possible that has been developed at Scania. Scania does not develop any 

of their own test hardware so this would have to be bought or hardware used today would have 
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to be reused. The software we have found that could be reused was primarily the test framework, 

VtTaFramework (see section 2.5.1). RCIV’s CANoe environment could also be reused as RCIV 

already has licenses for this software. The old machine vision libraries produced during the 

earlier master thesis could probably not be reused as they were based on outdated hardware and 

software.  

The machine vision part of the complete solution (camera, image pre-processing and 

information extraction) has to be developed by Scania or bought from a supplier. Cameras will 

have to be bought as RCIV does not have access to a sufficient camera today. The image 

processing could be developed within Scania with use of free and open source vision libraries, 

for example the large library OpenCV. Another solution is to buy this part off-the-shelf. The 

machine vision system has to be integrated with the test environment. If the Scania-developed 

framework is used, then the integration would be easier on the test framework side, but 

integration depends on at least two parts so in practice this might not be so easy.   

5.6.2 System requirements 

To build an own solution would require a lot of developing and depending on what parts are 

reused, different developing skills would be needed. Skills of the test framework can be found in 

other groups at Scania using and developing the framework today. CANoe experience is already 

available at RCIV today but not with any integration experience. The machine vision experience 

cannot by our investigation be found within Scania and has to be retrieved from the outside. A 

camera and vision software has to be acquired from suppliers. This software has to have an 

interface that can be used for integration with one of the test environments.  

5.6.3 Costs 

The initial cost for an in-house project is not as big as acquiring the complete solution from a 

vendor. RCIV is already in possession of the test execution software. But as there isn’t much 

experience of this kind of work within the group, the cost could become rather large. The cost is 

therefore hard to estimate with a precise amount.  
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6 Prototype 

This chapter is a presentation of the prototype we built to test the difficulties of building a 

machine vision system for inspecting the ICL and to learn more about vision systems. In this 

prototype the result from the image information extraction module is not integrated with the test 

execution software, i.e. the prototype is not functioning as a closed system. This prototype layout 

can be seen in Figure 9. 

 

 
 

 

 

We started our prototype with the hope of getting a closed prototype system. This would 

better reflect how a working system could perform and would be more realistic. We had far-

reaching talks with the supplier Vector about using their software IIController for the integration 

between the  Image Information Extraction module and Test Execution Software. But we could 

not reach an agreement in time for the end of this master thesis. We decided to instead focus on 

prototyping the rest of the system. We based our prototype on the assumption that it would be 

possible to have a similar integration to the IIController in a deployed system. 

6.1 Setup 

The prototype was built by using the existing test execution software used today at RCIV, 

Vector’s CANoe software together with CAPL scripts. The ICL communication hardware was 

also included in the setup, described in section 2.6, used today. We added a camera to register 

the ICL and an image processing and information extraction software. The camera we used was 

a standard consumer web camera, Logitech Webcam C160, with the 640x480 pixels resolution 

and a USB 2.0 communication interface. The camera was fixed to a metal arm that was not made 

for this purpose. National Instruments Vision Acquisition Software was used to provide correct 

drivers for the camera. National Instruments’ evaluation versions of Vision Builder for 

Automated Inspection and National Instruments Vision Development Module were used for 

image processing and extracting information from the image. The program was run on a laptop 

with Windows XP but with a quite powerful dual-core Intel i5 processor with Hyper-Treading 

and 4 Gbytes of ram. The camera and ICL was housed in a cardboard box for minimising 

reflections on the protective glass of the ICL caused by outside light and the ICL background 

lighting was adjusted for the best image quality. 

6.2 Camera 

The camera we used for our prototype was a cheap consumer webcam. This camera was not 

thought to represent what an industrial camera could produce, but rather a convenience since we 

had it firsthand when we began prototyping. As a result of the low resolution on the web camera 

we could not capture the whole ICL with just this camera. Instead we set up the camera on the 
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Figure 9. Components used in our open prototype system. 
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display and rotated the camera 90 degrees to capture the whole display, but no gauges or 

telltales. So in this prototype we only captured the 6.5 inch display and the information presented 

there. We also experienced some difficulties with adjusting the camera parameters from the 

National Instruments USB drivers. Changing some parameters made the camera malfunction and 

not operating correctly before  it was unplugged and plugged in again. 

The overall image quality was not sufficiently good. The camera had a manual focus with a 

focus ring on the lens. This made it hard to change focus on the camera as the focus was 

inaccurate and the camera was in a closed box where it couldn’t be moved. The camera also had 

problems with different lightning conditions. The aperture could change very much between 

images in an image series when running tests. 

6.3 Image processing and information extraction 

For prototyping we used three different software packages from National Instrument. This image 

processing software was chosen because three of the suppliers used this software and we 

believed this would give a good picture of what the suppliers’ system would be like. For image 

capturing drivers we used the Image Acquisition software. This software includes drivers for 

many USB, IEEE 13941a/b, Camera Link, analogue and GigE cameras. The Image Acquisition 

software integrates well with the two other software packages, National Instruments Vision 

Development Module and National Instruments Vision Builder for Automated Inspection(AI), 

both described in section 5.1.1.  Both of the software packages gives the user access to hundreds 

of image processing and vision algorithms. They are similar in the graphical user interface, with 

the biggest difference being where the processing functions are placed. We started prototyping 

with the use of Vision Development Module software, Vision Assistant. Without any prior 

knowledge of the software we could start building a vision application very quickly. The 

application is built like a script with every step representing an image processing function. When 

developing, the result is shown directly on the image used in the process. The application can be 

test run and the execution time can be calculated.  

Vision AI has the same structure with scripts as vision applications, but Vision AI also has 

other abilities. Vision AI includes logic for testing the outcome of the application, for example if 

the pattern matching finds the pattern in the image or if the OCR outcome is correct. Vision AI 

also has an inspection state diagram for building more advanced applications with different states 

and state transitions. With the state diagram comes the ability to separate setup and cleanup steps 

of the test from the inspection steps. This can be done to ensure that the tests are always run in 

the same setup. For example, different inspections can be executed depending on the information 

in the image, while the setup and the cleanup will always work the same way. What Vision AI 

lacks in comparison with Vision Development Module is the ability to export the code to other 

programming languages than National Instruments’ own LabVIEW language. Vision AI also 

lack the ability to train templates for pattern or geometric matching from external images. The 

only way is to use images used in the test script for template creation. According to our talks 

with National Instruments a way around this problem is to create templates in LabVIEW but this 

requires of course a LabVIEW license. Vision AI’s graphical user interface can be seen in Figure 

10. 
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Figure 10. National Instruments Builder for Automated Inspection graphical user interface before any 

inspections steps have been executed. 

   

6.3.1 Prototype application 

We built an example application for inspecting the ICL display in our prototype with both the 

Vision software packages. The output of the application built in Vision Development Module 

can be seen in Figure 11 where a geometry function, colour plane extraction function, line 

detection functions, OCR functions and  a pattern matching function is applied. The output of 

Vision AI is very similar as both software packages use basically the same algorithms.  

Functions are either applied to whole image or just a part, a region of interest (ROI). The ROI 

is marked with a green border as seen in Figure 11. 

The biggest struggles with the application was to get the OCR functions working correctly. 

Pattern matching and line detection gave the correct result relatively quickly. OCR functions on 

the other hand required a lot of training of the program. Both NI Vision packages use the same 

NI software, NI OCR Training Interface, for training OCR algorithms with characters. Every 

character used in images must be trained at least one time for the application to be able to read it. 

Several training sequences are often required for a single character. The trained characters are 

saved as a character set file that can be used in both of the NI Vision software. We didn’t get the 

OCR function to completely read all the text in the images captured by our prototype. In longer 

words problems occur with character spacing when the OCR function tries to split up the ROI to 

different characters. Thin characters such as ―i‖ are hard to recognise while broader characters 

such as ―m‖ can be seen as several characters. Other OCR problems are characters that look 

similar to ―1‖(number one), ―l‖(lowercase L) and ―I‖(uppercase i). The OCR function identifies 
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each characters independently and not as human do, based on their context. This has the effect 

that OCR functions can find a number within a word or read letter where a value is expected. 

However, NI Vision can use text patterns to try to handle this problem. The tester specifies a text 

pattern for every ROI where OCR is used and specifies what every character is going to be, for 

example an uppercase letter or a decimal digit. This can on the other hand potentially bring more  

false positives. If the text font is constructed so the characters are easy to distinguish and the ROI 

can be very precise, the problems with OCR are limited. If we have more information where the 

text is going to be and how wide it is going to be then each character can have a their own ROI, 

meaning problems with incorrect grouping of characters will not occur. 

The NI Vision software packages both include a lot more functions then these used in the 

example prototype application. We tested most of them as some of them would be used in an 

automated testing system. Examples of other functions and their uses, are setting a coordinate 

system to be used as a reference system in the rest of the test, find circular edge function for 

finding gauge circles for doing measurements and measurement functions for measuring the 

angle of a gauge needle. Another function is the pattern matching that is similar to the pattern 

matching but instead of looking for the specified pattern it looks for the geometric structure 

specified in the template.   

Our example application runs fast on our computer used in the prototype. The internal 

measurements in the Vision software showed that the average inspection for our application took 

25 ms not counting for image acquisition, where the geometry function taking the absolute most 

time with 14 ms. OCR functions could be executed within 1-2 ms for a single word and pattern 

matching in under 1 ms in a restricted searching area. 
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6.4 Test execution software and ICL communication hardware 

The test execution software and ICL communication hardware used in the prototype was the 

ones already in use at RCIV, described in section 2.4 and 2.6. As this was primarily a prototype 

of the vision part of the automated test environment, we did not focus on doing any changes to 

the test execution software or the communication hardware. The prototype worked as an open 

system with no feedback to the test execution software.  

Figure 11. The image of the display after NI Vision Development Module 

image processing and vision algorithms are applied. 
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7 Analysis 

In this chapter we present our results and analyse them.  

7.1 Prototype result 

The prototype gave very useful information. We got practical experience in setting up and using 

a vision system and we could observe problems we had read about in the literature as well as 

new problems. We could do performance measurements of the prototype application and see 

what the image processing software was capable of. The vision sequence created in the 

application was very fast, but the image used had few pixels compared to the image needed to 

inspect the entire ICL. Larger images mean longer execution times for the software and this 

application only had a small part of the image processing functions needed in a fully functioning 

vision system. These measurements do not include image acquisition steps, saving images as 

references or communication with the test execution software. These steps might also result in 

performance bottlenecks and should be investigated further. We didn’t set any specifications on 

the final execution times, but if the total setup and execution of test would take longer time than 

doing it manually this would of course be a problem. 

One problem with this prototype system is that it does not function as a closed system i.e. not 

feeding the extracted information from the image to the test execution system. Our prototype 

does therefore not fully reflect how a complete automated test system would function. In our 

discussion with Vector they claimed that their IIController was working as integration between 

NI Vision and CANoe. Together with the rest of the modules in the prototype, this would 

function as a complete and closed system. We didn’t test this as we could not come to an 

agreement with Vector during the limited time frame of this master thesis. A closed system 

would have provided even better information but this was unfortunately not possible. Another 

problem was that NI Vision Builder for Automated Inspection did not support building templates 

from external images in contrast to what NI Vision Development Module supports. Using Vision 

Development Module would therefore make it possible to train templates from pre-stored 

images. This opens up the possibilities for RCIV to train templates used in the automated tests 

from the icon database used when creating the HMI in the ICL. If this could be integrated in the 

test process this would save a lot of work. Instead of having to stimulate the ICL and take a 

picture for every template that is going to be created, the tester could just use the icon database to 

create templates. 

The camera proved to be insufficient for testing the whole ICL. This was expected since 

similarly inexpensive webcameras have been used in the earlier master thesis with the same 

result.  

7.2 Semi versus fully automated testing 

We have found that a fully automated solution can be used to automate the test procedure for the 

instrument cluster at RCIV. Earlier research shows that this can be very beneficial in comparison 

to a manual or semi-automated test environment. Test suites can be run faster and the tests, 

especially regressions tests, can be more detailed and test more functionality. A reasonable 

conclusion is that more testing and higher code coverage would lead to fewer bugs and therefore 

a better product. If the vision system is constructed so that it registers everything on the ICL then 

more negative testing can be conducted as long as the right behaviour is set in every test case. 

This could be very useful when finding faulty behaviour in the ICL that is not documented in the 

specifications. The problem is that this requires a lot of new tests. Ultimately exploratory testing 

may be a better solution. Images used in the testing can also be saved for later use and an image 
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taken during the faulty behaviour can be added to the test report. This can be of great help in 

reconstructing the behaviour and following version history. 

 Regression testing could be performed in a similar way that new functionality is tested today 

by using an automated test solution. This would be easy as the test written for new functionality 

could be reused in regression testing. This would improve the quality of the testing, as the new 

functionality is more exhaustively tested. Today the regression test is mostly performed with just 

a single test per function. There is a chance that the new functionality would alter something that 

would not be discovered by this single test. But this naturally requires all old tests to be rewritten 

if regression testing is to be fully automated. An automated test solution is mostly thought to 

replace the semi-automated tests conducted today. By doing this, the new system along with the 

related test procedure that the system creates will basically find the same kind of bugs that are 

found today. What could be tested that is not done today are long time tests. When the manual 

tester is not present, tests can basically be run all the time only to stop and change hardware. 

Bugs that occur after a long period of time are not common, but finding them later on in the test 

process or in vehicles already in production is very costly. 

A clear disadvantage with a fully automated solution is that, regardless of what system is 

chosen, it will result in a large investment for RCIV. The group will have to learn a new system 

and it will take a lot of time to verify that the automated test system actually works as intended. 

Some systems will even require that the entire test environment has to be replaced. The system 

will bring at least one new test software to RCIV, as the vision software will run tests on the 

image acquired by the camera. If the current test execution software is also to be changed, then 

RCIV will need to learn two new test software.  

It is important for the automated test environment to find all the bugs as the test results from 

the automated tests will serve as function verification of the ICL. The reliability demands of the 

system are very high. The earlier prototypes at Scania in a previous master thesis had an error 

rate of about 10 %. This is not acceptable in a system that verifies functionality for an instrument 

cluster that will be placed in a truck going in to traffic. The error rate should be as close as 

possible to a zero percentage. How close to zero however, is something that RCIV should decide 

on their own. A manual tester can also make mistakes and our findings do not show that a 

professional vision system makes more mistakes than a person. A vision system does not get 

tired or bored from long periods of testing. This leads to a process where the system is going to 

be verified before replacing the current semi-automated test process. But as Dustin, Garrett and 

Gauf write, automated testing cannot fully replace manual testing (23). Manual spot-checks have 

to be done when the automated tests are used to verify the instrument cluster to ensure that the 

system still functions correctly. Manual tests are also needed since the instrument cluster is a 

HMI and therefore needs to be partly tested by a human. Another reason is that many things will 

not be able to be registered by the camera and therefore will still require manual tests even if the 

majority of tests can be automated. The focus of the automation process will be to automate 

testing of the ICL software. Other things connected to the product, for example documentation 

and specifications won’t be automated and is still going to need a human tester.    

As OCR functions have proven to be hard to get working without faults this could be opted 

out from a first automated test system. One solution is to let text recognition be done by a tester 

after the tests are run. The rest of the test can be completely automated and the image is saved 

for text verification. The tester can then go through each image and verify that the correct text is 

presented. This will naturally be time consuming, but not nearly as much as the time required 

today when the tester has to wait for the tests to execute and the right stimulation presented on 

the ICL.  
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7.3 Comparison of system solutions 

The investigation of companies that could provide a camera based test solution lead to seven 

companies with experience from similar projects. Two of them however, were sorted out at an 

early stage of the project. We had continuous contact with the other five suppliers. Another 

alternative was also presented, to build a solution within Scania and reuse as much as possible of 

the existing hardware and software.  

7.3.1 Vision system 

Three of the suppliers used the NI Vision software for image processing of their solution. NOW 

Electronics used their own software on standard PC and dSPACE used smart cameras, cameras 

with an onboard processor, for image processing. In the dSPACE vision system the live 

processing of images is handled by the camera and the computer will only be used when training 

the cameras by creating programs for them. This approach combines the camera, image 

processing and extraction of image information into one module. This of course has both pros 

and cons but for RCIV this will mostly bring restraints. Smart cameras can be good in systems 

with real-time requirements were a maximum executing time has to be dealt with. If the image 

processing and pattern matching is to be done on a PC with a desktop operating system the 

execution can always be interrupted by other processes. But as this system has no time 

requirements, except for that the testing has to be faster than the current semi-automated testing, 

smart cameras are not needed. They also come with the drawbacks of being expensive, not being 

modular and being relatively low in resolution. Another disadvantage with these types of 

cameras is that they cannot use other images than the image taken by the camera for training 

templates. This makes it impossible to use an external image or figure database to use in the 

pattern and geometric matching process. 

National Instruments Vision software packages have proven to be good software for building 

vision systems. This is shown from results from our prototype as well as the fact that three 

suppliers use these products. Additionally, the software is easy to use for users with a limited 

experience of vision systems, has a large algorithm library and is compatible with many cameras. 

If RCIV was to build their own solution instead of relying on a supplier for a full solution, then 

NI Vision would be a good alternative for building a Scania vision system. Building an own 

vision library is not a good solution as this would be a very time and resources demanding task. 

Using an already available free open source vision library could be an alternative, but they will 

most likely lack any kind of professional support and not be optimised for RCIV’s needs. 

Soliton Technologies had the longest experience of building vision systems for the 

automotive industry and have been doing so for many years. They have been awarded by 

National Instruments for their instrument cluster test solution and have worked with Indian 

subcontractors for these kinds of systems for production use. NOW Electronics also had 

experience from the automotive industry by delivering vision software to one of Scania’s 

subcontractors, the ICL manufacturer. This is interesting to RCIV as the same type of ICL that 

RCIV wants to test with the use of a camera is already tested with NOW’s vision software today. 

But this is a relatively basic test compared to the tests RCIV wants to conduct. We don’t know if 

the AVT software can scale up to more advanced kind of test that development testing requires 

however.  

7.3.2 Test environment and lab equipment 

All suppliers except Infotiv and NOW said that they support the communication protocols we 

were interested in. Infotiv does not provide any ICL communication hardware in their 

demonstration setup, instead relying on the customer providing this. NOW doesn’t provide any 

ICL communication hardware either, but both Infotiv and NOW have worked with CAN in the 
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demonstrations they built. All of the others have worked with CAN and LIN before, which are 

the most important protocols for RCIV.  

The first test environment presented reused the existing CANoe environment that RCIV uses 

today, together with Vector’s integration with vision systems. This has the advantage that RCIV 

is familiar with the test environment and they have many test cases already written in CAPL. 

Hardware such as CAN-cards and I/O boards are already in place and set up for this at RCIV as 

well. According to our interviews, the testers appreciate the ease with which small tests are 

written, but feel that the test environment is limiting when writing more complex tests. A 

disadvantage is that integration testing at REST doesn’t use the same test environment and 

therefore written tests cannot be reused. But RCIV wouldn’t gain so much in test reusage as 

REST would, who would use RCIV’s tests if they shared the same test environment.  

The second test environment presented was the alternative presented by dSPACE. They use 

ControlDesk and AutomationDesk as their software for testing. ControlDesk can be used to 

interact more with ECUs without automation. This software can be useful for exploratory testing 

and also used for a kind of exploratory testing at other groups at Scania. ControlDesk is used at 

Scania today when using dSPACE equipment. The Python framework is then used for test 

automation and a part of ControlDesk is only used as a layer for accessing the dSPACE 

hardware. AutomationDesk is not used at all at Scania today, but instead, all automation of tests 

is done using the Python framework. dSPACE also has a lot of mandatory hardware in their 

system.  

Infotiv’s alternative wasn’t directly limited to a specific test environment. They claim that 

they can integrate their solution with any other software and give National Instruments TestStand 

as an example. This of course makes it harder to do an analysis of the test environment. But we 

have based our analysis on a solution where Infotiv integrates a vision system with the current 

test environment and lab equipment used at RCIV today. This solution is very similar to Vector’s 

alternative. The same vision library, NI Vision, is used but with Infotiv’s own interface built on 

top of it. CANoe would also be used in both solutions. The real difference is the integration 

between the test execution software (CANoe) and the image processing and pattern matching 

software (NI Vision). Infotiv and Vector use a type of integration code between the two 

subsystems, but Vector has the upper hand as CANoe is their own software and therefore has 

much more knowledge of the product. Vector had according to themselves a working integration 

with their IIController.  

Soliton Technologies has, like Infotiv, not a specific test environment. They say that their 

solution can be integrated in to other test software. If they were to build integration between 

CANoe and NI Vision the same reasoning as above would be used. It is difficult to create 

integration better than the developer of the program being integrated.  

The last alternative was for Scania to try to build their own system. In this approach the reuse 

of the Python based test framework VtTaFramework, would be the best solution. This software 

is developed within Scania and is therefore fully modifiable to their needs. REST and several 

other groups use this software today. A lot of competence as well as written documentation and 

test scripts are therefore present today in other groups. The higher flexibility that the Python 

framework brings could be useful when interacting with a vision system as the testing procedure 

might change a lot. Ramić and Rennermalm’s master thesis showed that the Python framework 

could be used in at least two ways at RCIV, either as the whole test environment or together with 

the present CANoe and CAPL test environment. This gives the ability to have two test 

environments, CANoe for simple tasks and the Python framework for more complex tasks. The 

hardware from Vector used today could be reused in a first approach. The disadvantages with the 

Python framework are its complexity, the need for RCIV modification and the lack of experience 

of the framework at RCIV.  
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7.3.3 Cost 

The costs of the different systems are not easy to estimate since all costs are not published by the 

suppliers. The time needed to setup a system is hard, if not impossible, to estimate as this system 

will be something new that has not been done before. Similar systems have been constructed 

before but RCIV’s system will have a different ICL setup with a large amount of telltales, 

symbols and icons that have to be recognised and the integration with the test environment is 

very specific for this installation.  

The cost of the different systems is based on quotations we received from suppliers. The most 

expansive solution was the dSPACE solution with the Cognex cameras. However, this was also 

the solution that included the most hardware. One of the largest costs in this solution are Cognex 

smart cameras. 

Vector’s solution costs less, but the price is dependent on what vision software is to be used. 

The camera SPZ6500 costs only around 70 euro, which is a minor sum when compared to what 

other cameras cost, but this camera might prove to be insufficient for RCIV’s needs. Licenses for 

National Instruments Vision software cost from 18 099 sek. But the big cost reduction with 

Vector’s alternative in comparison with other suppliers is that RCIV already owns software 

licences and equipment compatible with this solution. The CANoe environment used today can 

be reused and this is a large cost advantage. Only one new test system has to be learned instead 

of two.  

NOW Electronics’ AVT software costs roughly the same as National Instrument’s vision 

software costs. The difference is that this is a product that can be highly customized, for a price, 

for RCIV’s needs by NOW. That the manufacturer of Scania’s ICLs has been using this system 

in production of the current ICL for several years, is also something that speaks for AVT in a 

cost comparison.  

Infotiv and Soliton Technologies’ solutions are not presented with any price information. 

With Infotiv we came to the conclusion that their solution was not sufficient enough for our 

needs and Vector presented a very similar but more superior solution. Soliton Technologies have  

a lot of experience with vision systems for the automotive industry, but we came to the 

conclusion that travel cost from India and US for prototyping and setup support would be too 

costly and would also conflict with the timeframe of the project.  
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8 Discussion and conclusions 

In this chapter we will present our own thoughts and have a final discussion. 

8.1 Automated test environment 

We started this thesis with the aim of finding a near complete system solution for ICL testing at 

RCIV. This system would include camera, image-pre processing, image information extraction, 

test execution software and communication hardware. Such a complete solution is hard to find as 

this is probably not what customers want. Possibly customers already have some of the vision 

testing modules already(for example a test execution software and communication hardware as 

RCIV do) so the focus of the suppliers is to bring modules that can communicate with other 

modules in the vision system. The most complete systems offered was the dSPACE system. 

They sell complete test rigs but with the vision part offered by the company Cognex. When we 

had questions about the vision part they were answered by Cognex but questions regarding the 

rest of the test rig would be answered by dSPACE. The lack of complete system solution made 

us rethink and we settled with approach were we looked at the modules instead and how they 

could work together to form a specific system for RCIV. 

We believe that automated testing could increase the quality of the ICL software. More tests 

can be run for every new release and the test can be more exhaustive. Complete regression test 

can test that all unaltered functionality still works as in the previous release more then what the 

current test procedure do. More test leads to a better tested product and as the ICL is vital part of 

Scania vehicles, automated test can improve traffic safety. This especially true for the field tests 

conducted during development. The field tester relies on that the ICL software is tested in the 

test rig to be safe enough for in-vehicle use. The ICL is complex part of the vehicle and acts as a 

gateway for information to the driver by being an Attentive User Interface. If the this 

functionality is not functioning the driver could either be overloaded with information in a 

critical driver moment or crucial information could be low prioritised and not shown to the 

driver. 

8.2 Recommendation of system modules 

Based on the facts presented in this report we established a recommendation for the different 

modules that can be used by RCIV. Regarding the vision part of the automated test environment 

we have ended up with two software packages that incorporate the image pre-processing and 

image information extraction functionalities. National Instruments Vision software and NOW 

Electonics AVT software.  

Both of National Instruments’ software, Vision Development Module and Vision Builder for 

Automated Inspections, are common programs widely used by companies in this line of 

business. Vector, Infotiv and Soliton Technologies all use this software in their ICL testing 

solutions for example. We have also tried out these applications during our prototype phase and 

they have generated good results. These applications bring all the pros and cons associated with 

software from large companies. Good documentation, general purpose tools, fixed license costs 

and high probability of consistent future updates, are some of the benefits with NI Vision. The 

consistency is based on that NI has offered vision software many years. On the other hand, the 

NI Vision Builder for Automated Inspections software brings limited possibilities to modify the 

software itself. NI Vision Development Module gives better abilities as it exports an API of sorts 

to the vision algorithms. Changing the vision algorithms and including new specialised tools, 

however,  will most likely not be possible as RCIV probably is too small of a user to influence 

NI into making these software changes. The license is also something that could be a bottleneck 

in the future. Paying for a license gives only access to the current version and not future releases 
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of NI Vision. NI Vision Builder for Automated Inspection is the software supported by Vector in 

their integration but is the least configurable out of the two software from NI Vision. Vision 

Builder for Automated Inspection is limited to use images captured by the camera when 

producing templates to be used in vision scripts, although building a workaround using 

LabVIEW might be a possibility. The NI Vision Development Module however, does support 

this feature and could be beneficial for RCIV when using an image database for template 

creation. 

NOW Electronics on the other hand has the benefits of being a relatively small and local 

company. Their vision software AVT has been used by the ICL manufacturer for several years 

when testing the ICLs used by Scania and other companies. The fact that AVT is used today with 

Scania’s ICL proves that the software can at least manage the tests performed in production on 

the same ICL that RCIV tests. However, this does not say anything about if AVT has all the 

tools needed for RCIV’s testing or for future generations of the ICL. Since NOW owns all the 

code to AVT they can make changes based on the customers need that would probably not be 

possible with a large software company or software company that doesn’t fully own all the rights 

to the source code. The ICL manufacturer has worked with NOW in this manner and has 

continuously improved the software for their needs.  

The test execution software is an important part in an automated solution. We as well as the 

earlier master thesis authors Ramić and Rennermalm, have found that the current solution with 

CAPL as the language for writing test scripts in Vector’s CANoe software, is not the best 

solution and will be more limiting in automated testing. RCIV has during our work with this 

master thesis started trying to see if CAPL could be replaced with tests written in C# with the use 

of a .NET module for interaction with CANoe. We believe this is a good way to migrate from 

the dependency of CAPL but without losing all of the accumulated knowledge or the hardware 

used together with CANoe. In the long run CANoe may not be the best general solution for all of 

RCIV’s testing other than of the ICL, but this is something that lays outside of this master thesis 

scope. What we have found is that CANoe supports automated tests with a vision system and is 

currently in-place at RCIV. In automated tests CANoe’s generated test reports could come to 

better use. Attached pictures and videos could be of great help for developers to understand and 

recreate the reported bugs. 

An alternative to the current CANoe environment would be to use the Python based test 

framework developed and used at Scania today. Some of the benefits of this system is a better 

uniformity with other groups and perhaps even a lower cost. The Python framework is designed 

with ECU integration testing in mind. Integration testing is not something RCIV does at the 

moment, but might eventually be on their list of tasks. The integration of a vision system with 

the Pyhon framework would not be such as difficult task, but could probably neither be out-

sourced as all the context knowledge of the framework can only be found within Scania.  

To summarize, given what we know today, our recommendation for the vision part of the 

solution, is to use either NI Vision or NOW’s AVT software. The choice between these two is 

dependent on to what degree RCIV wants to develop the vision test environment. Regarding the 

test execution part of the solution, the simplest alternative would be to keep using CANoe 

together with the current hardware setup. However, CAPL has limitations (for example, very 

limited documentation) that mean it isn’t suited for a complex automated vision system.  

8.3 A working system at RCIV 

It is our thought that this report will be used as a base for making a decision regarding if a fully 

automated test environment is something RCIV will pursue, and if so, what system they should 

invest in. RCIV has a strong ambition to automate more in their test environment, so using 

automated tests of the ICL is probably not far off. Objections could be raised that this system 

will danger the jobs of the testers working with ICL testing today. We think that this is not the 
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case as the system is thought to expand the amount of testing done and according to Dustin, 

Garrett and Gauf, manual testing should never be fully replaced by automated tests. The outcome 

of  the automated testing environment is that work tasks of the ICL tester will change from a 

sometimes monotone job, when watching the ICL during test sequences, to building more vision 

programs and focusing on writing the tests. However, most of the work tasks will be unchanged 

from today, for example, compiling test reports, reading documentation and performing tests in 

the vehicle. 

Problems that we have noticed during our research are the limitations of the OCR functions 

where it’s not clearly marked what area that the text will be located in. This can be an obstacle 

for deployment of an automated test as this aspect is difficult and particularly unreliable. Offline 

inspection of the presented text done manually, could be a solution for this in a first iteration of 

deploying a system at RCIV. OCR could then be added progressively as the technology gets 

more reliable. This could be done to ensure the quality of the OCR functionality but without 

preventing a fast deployment of the rest of the automated test environment.    

8.4 Further research  

RCIV also performs tests on other equipment in Scania’s cabs. One of these is the digital 

tachograph used for recording the truck’s speed over time. This information is used to check that 

driver regulations are followed and that appropriate breaks are taken by the driver. The 

tachograph has a small digital display that presents information in the form of text and numbers. 

This display could potentially be tested with the use of a camera. Today, CANoe is partially used 

for some of the tachograph testing in a similar way as the ICL is tested. The digital tachograph 

display has characters that are easier to read by an OCR function as each character occupies an 

exact space on the display. The property of knowing exactly what area each character is going to 

be presented in, is a large benefit for recognising characters with OCR. Additionally, the font 

used on the tachograph is simpler and probably easier to recognise by OCR. However, 

automated tachograph testing also requires other problems to be solved. The tachograph unit has 

physical buttons that have to be pressed during the tests. 

Several other groups that test ECUs at Scania use the Python framework together with 

dSPACE rigs for their tests. Some of them use the ICL in their test process and may therefore be 

interested in using our solution or a similar one. It is outside of our scope to investigate this but 

during our conversations with representatives from REST, we have come to the conclusion that a 

integration could be done with the Python framework and a integration with the dSPACE rig 

would not be necessary. This simplifies the integration a lot as the Python framework source 

code is available and the system is entirely developed within Scania. Our recommended vision 

solutions with NI Vision and NOW AVT are most likely integratable. 

This master thesis is based on the hypothesis that the automated test environment should use a 

vision system as an inspector of the ICL. This hypotheses is based on the limitations of the 

current ICL, what RCIV tests and what their goals are. If these circumstances where to change, 

further work on could be to look at the possibility to either ask the ICL ECU directly what image 

is presented on the display or read the image directly from the display at signal level. This could 

be beneficial in ICL testing but would also present new challenges.   
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10 Appendix 

A. Abbreviations 

AI Automated Inspection 

AUI Attentive User Interface 

AUS Audio System 

CAN Controller Area Network 

CAPL Communication Application Programming Layer 

ECU Electronic Control Unit 

HIL Hardware In the Loop 

ICL Instrument Cluster 

LIN Local Interconnect Network 

MOST Media Oriented System Transport 

OCR Optical Character Recognition 

USB Universal Serial Bus 
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B. ICL displays 

1) 3.8 inch monochrome display 
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2) 4.1 inch colour display 
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3) 6.5 inch colour display 

 
 

 


